Sponsor a balloon!
Help build the new South Africa!
Win 2 return tickets to South Africa! –
Sponsored by MSF

On 26 June, South Africa Freedom Day, the Anti-Apartheid Movement will celebrate its 35th anniversary at Brockwell Park, Brixton.

The highlight of the day’s programme – at 2pm – will be the symbolic release of hundreds of balloons in the colour of the flag of the new democratic South Africa. Each balloon will be sponsored by a supporter of the Anti-Apartheid Movement – with a donation of £5. The funds raised will help promote new forms of solidarity with the people of Southern Africa.

And you can also have the chance of winning 2 return tickets to South Africa. Each balloon will be labelled and the sponsor of the balloon which travels the furthest will win the opportunity of a lifetime – a visit to the new democratic South Africa! So sponsor a balloon now!

The Anti-Apartheid Movement expresses its appreciation to MSF for sponsoring this prize.

---

**SOUTH AFRICA FREEDOM DAY – 26 JUNE 1994**

Sponsor a balloon to help build the new South Africa!

I would like to sponsor a balloon and enclose a donation of £__________(minimum of £5)

| Name | | | | |
|------|------|------|------|
| Address | | | | |
| | | | |

Two return tickets to South Africa will be given to the sponsor of the balloon that travels the furthest

Please return this form to 13 Mandela Street • London NW1 ODW by Friday 24 June